BBSOE (Bihar Board of Open Schooling Examination)

It is an organization of the education department which was set up by the Bihar Government in 2011. It is similar to NIOS as it is set up to facilitate open and distance learning. It has its own books and content, provides education facilities from class 1st to class 12th and holds public examinations, giving certificates for class 10th and 12th.

SYLLABUS FOR CLASS 10TH

Hindi (201)
Grammar, Unseen Passage, Writing, Textbook, Supplementary Textbook, lessons

English (202)
Reading, Writing, Grammar and Translation, Textbooks and Supplementary Readers

Bhojpuri (205)
Grammar, passages, writing, translation, textbook

SCIENCE (216)
The Living World, Electricity and its effects, Chemical Compounds Light and Communication, Natural Resources, physics, biology

MATHEMATICS (215)
Number System, Trigonometry, Coordinate Geometry, Geometry, Mensuration, Statistics, Algebra

SOCIAL SCIENCE (217)
India and Contemporary World-II, Resources of India, Political Science-II, Understanding Economics, Disaster Management, geography, history and civics

SANSKRIT (204)
Writing, Applied Grammar, Unseen Passages, and Translation, Textbook Passages

Physical Education (218)
Games, tournaments, athletics, balanced food, education of health, history

Business Studies (219)
Business, incorporation of business, banking and insurance, business services

Home Science (220)
Theory and practical- taking care of clothes, cooking food, sewing, care of baby, taking care of home, art of washing clothes

Basic Computers(221)
History of computer, parts of computer, internet, computer languages, operating system, microsoft word, microsoft powerpoint, microsoft excel, microsoft access

Indian Culture and history(222)
Culture, indian language, heritage tour, indian art, indian scientific innovations

Arts(223)
Theory and practical- buddh and jain art, live painting, introduction to art, introduction to colors, painting animals

SYLLABUS FOR CLASS 12TH

Hindi(301)
Poem, story, grammar, writing, introduction to hindi language, tense

English(302)
Poem, story, story of english drama, conversation, developing a story, precis

Sanskrit(302)
drama , story, poem, history, grammar, composition

Bhojpuri(305)
Essay writing, story, chapter, poem, biography, long passage

Mathematics(310)
Sets, Relation & Function, Trigonometric function, permutation and combination, complex number and quadratic equation, matrices, determination, integrals, dispersion, probability, derivability, continuity, three dimensional geometry

Physics(311)
Work, energy , Atoms and Nuclei, Electrostatics, Electricity, Magnetic effect of current and Magnetism, Electromagnetic Induction and Alternating Current, Electromotive Waves, optics

Chemistry(312)
Chemical bond, hydrocarbons, surface chemistry, coordination compound, polymers, biomolecule, environment chemistry
Biology(313)
Genetics and evolution, Biology & human welfare, Biotechnology and its applications, Ecology and environment

History(314)
Harappan Archaeology, Political and Economic History, A History of Buddhism, Medieval Society, hampi, colonialism, mahatma gandhi, constitution, map work

Geography(315)
Human geography, people and economy, practical work

Political Science(316)
Cold war, politics in india since independence

Economics(317)
Macroeconomics, indian economic development

Business Studies(318)
Principles and functions of management, planning, organization, staffing, directing, controlling

Accountancy(319)
Financial statement analysis, accounting for not-for-profit organizations, partnerships, firms and companies

Home Science(320)
Human development, apparel designing, nutrition, career option, community development, adulthood, money management

Psychology(321)
Psychological attributes, self and personality, life challenges, disorders, social influence

Computer Science(322)
Programming, computer networks, data management, practicals

Sociology(323)
Indian society, social institutions, cultural diversity, social inequality and exclusion, cultural change, rural and industrial society

Philosophy(325)
Scientific methods, logic methods

Arts(326)
Music(327)
Hindustani music, choice of raga, practical file

Physical Education(328)
Sports & Nutrition, yoga and lifestyle, children and women in sports, sports for people with disability, measurement in sports, injury in sports

ABOUT US
We at Open study Centre, provides the best education facility for BBOSE in Bihar. We have offices in Patna and all over Bihar. Our aim is to guide and motivate students to achieve the best of them so that they can easily qualify and excel all the examinations with good grades. For any further details, you can call us at our given number : 9931193721
You can also mail to us @ info@openstudy.co.in
Visit the following link for any further clarification :

FAQS

● Is the certificate obtained by BBOSE valid everywhere in every job ?
  Yes, it is valid everywhere.

● How to check the BBOSE exam result?
  The result is released on the official site- bbose.org. The student will have to fill their exam type, roll number, date of birth, exam center code to check the result.

● What is the age limit for class 10th and 12th BBOSE exam?
  For class 10th there is no upper age limit whereas for class 12th, the candidate should have passed class 10th with a 1 year minimum gap.

● Where can I get a BBOSE admission form?
  One can download the application form from the official site- www.bbose.org